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Encyclopedia of Evolutionary Biology Academic Press Encyclopedia of
Evolutionary Biology is the deﬁnitive go-to reference in the ﬁeld of evolutionary
biology. It provides a fully comprehensive review of the ﬁeld in an easy to search
structure. Under the collective leadership of ﬁfteen distinguished section editors, it is
comprised of articles written by leading experts in the ﬁeld, providing a full review of
the current status of each topic. The articles are up-to-date and fully illustrated with
in-text references that allow readers to easily access primary literature. While all
entries are authoritative and valuable to those with advanced understanding of
evolutionary biology, they are also intended to be accessible to both advanced
undergraduate and graduate students. Broad topics include the history of
evolutionary biology, population genetics, quantitative genetics; speciation, life
history evolution, evolution of sex and mating systems, evolutionary biogeography,
evolutionary developmental biology, molecular and genome evolution, coevolution,
phylogenetic methods, microbial evolution, diversiﬁcation of plants and fungi,
diversiﬁcation of animals, and applied evolution. Presents fully comprehensive
content, allowing easy access to fundamental information and links to primary
research Contains concise articles by leading experts in the ﬁeld that ensures
current coverage of each topic Provides ancillary learning tools like tables,
illustrations, and multimedia features to assist with the comprehension process
Concepts of Biology Concepts of Biology is designed for the single-semester
introduction to biology course for non-science majors, which for many students is
their only college-level science course. As such, this course represents an important
opportunity for students to develop the necessary knowledge, tools, and skills to
make informed decisions as they continue with their lives. Rather than being mired
down with facts and vocabulary, the typical non-science major student needs
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information presented in a way that is easy to read and understand. Even more
importantly, the content should be meaningful. Students do much better when they
understand why biology is relevant to their everyday lives. For these reasons,
Concepts of Biology is grounded on an evolutionary basis and includes exciting
features that highlight careers in the biological sciences and everyday applications of
the concepts at hand.We also strive to show the interconnectedness of topics within
this extremely broad discipline. In order to meet the needs of today's instructors and
students, we maintain the overall organization and coverage found in most syllabi for
this course. A strength of Concepts of Biology is that instructors can customize the
book, adapting it to the approach that works best in their classroom. Concepts of
Biology also includes an innovative art program that incorporates critical thinking
and clicker questions to help students understand--and apply--key concepts. Turtox
News Biology: The Easy Way Barrons Educational Series This new edition in
Barron’s Easy Way Series contains everything students need to succeed in biology.
Key content review and practice exercises to help students learn biology the easy
way. Topics covered in Barron's Biology: The Easy Way include the cell, bacteria and
viruses, fungi, plants, invertebrates, chordates, Homo Sapiens, heredity, genetics
and biotechnology, evolution, and ecology. Practice questions in each chapter help
students develop their skills and gauge their progress. Visual references including
charts, graphs, diagrams, instructive illustrations, and icons help engage students
and reinforce important concepts. Each chapter in Biology: The Easy Way provides
special study aids that are designed to enhance the learning and understanding of
biological principles or concepts, including: Self-Test Connection: includes 30
questions or more in three types of short-answer tests (ﬁll-ins, multiple choice, true
and false). Answer keys are provided. Word-Study Connection: lists the vocabulary of
the chapter that the reader is encouraged to review and learn. Connecting to
Concepts: provides open-ended questions to encourage the reader to think about
and discuss concepts that appeared in the chapter. Connecting to Life/Job Skills:
invites the reader to extend the biology information just learned into the living
community through life skills and career information. Learning about careers related
to biology expands one’s knowledge of the kinds of opportunities available for
education beyond high school and the need for science-trained people in the work
force. Also invites the reader to look at the biological events taking place in the local
community and to assess the eﬀects of environmental conditions. Chronology of
Famous Names in Biology: Scientists representing all countries, races, and religions
are included—ranging in time from ancient Greek philosopher-scientists to modern
day investigators. For each name, a brief summary of the accomplishment is given,
along with the approximate date of the discovery or invention and the country where
the work took place. Avian Biology Volume I Elsevier Avian Biology is a collection
of papers that deals with biological aspects of birds such as their classiﬁcation and
habitat behavior. One paper reviews how birds are classiﬁed through practical
systematics, study of fossils, and some of the problems encountered in the
arrangement of major groups. Another paper discusses the origin and evolution of
birds from their reptilian predecessors to their current evolutionary rates.
Evolutionary rates vary depending on access to new habitats; if the environment is
static, evolutionary rates can also slow down. One author discusses the inter-
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relations of sea birds with their marine environment, including coastal areas and the
biological properties of the surface water. Another author describes the biology of
desert birds relating to nomadism behavior and physical adaptations especially to
the arid environment. The author also describes the cooling mechanism of these
desert birds. Another paper evaluates the ecological aspect of behavior that includes
foraging, habitat selection, mating, and ﬂocking cohesion. Avian biologists,
zoologists, and readers who have a general interest in birds will ﬁnd this book useful.
Modern Methods of Teaching Biology Sarup & Sons Who Are We? Old, New,
and Timeless Answers from Core Texts University Press of America This book
contains essays of literary and philosophical accounts that explain who we are
simply as persons, and essays that highlight who we are in light of communal ties.
ACTC educators model the intellectual life for students and colleagues by showing
how to read texts carefully and with sophistication. Mechanisms of Life History
Evolution The Genetics and Physiology of Life History Traits and Trade-Oﬀs
Oxford University Press This interdisciplinary volume unites evolutionary and
molecular biologists from various ﬁelds (life history theory, molecular biology,
developmental biology, aging, phenotypic plasticity, social behaviour, and
endocrinology) who use studies of molecular mechanisms to solve fundamental
questions in life history evolution in a variety of organisms. Can Ethics Provide
Answers? And Other Essays in Moral Philosophy Rowman & Littleﬁeld
Esteemed moral philosopher James Rachels here collects ﬁfteen essays, some classic
and others extensively revised, on the nature and limits of moral reasoning. Rachels
argues that, rather than simply expressing societal conventions, moral philosophy
can subvert received opinion and replace it with something better. Combining a
concern for ethical theory with a discussion of practical moral issues such as
euthanasia, the rights of animals, privacy, and aﬃrmative action. Can Ethics Provide
Answers is an excellent collection for students, scholars, and anyone concerned with
the degree to which our principles can guide our policies. Biology: Science and
Technology Rex Bookstore, Inc. Pamphlets on Biology Kofoid collection The
Handy Biology Answer Book Visible Ink Press Gene Therapy. DNA Proﬁling.
Cloning. Stem Cells. Super Bugs. Botany. Zoology. Sex. The study of life and living
organisms is ancient, broad, and ongoing. The thoroughly revised and completely
updated second edition of The Handy Biology Answer Book examines, explains, and
traces mankind’s understanding of this important topic. From the newsworthy to the
practical and from the medical to the historical, this entertaining and informative
book brings the complexity of life into focus through the well-researched answers to
nearly 1,300 common biology questions, including … • What is social Darwinism? • Is
IQ genetically controlled? • Do animals commit murder? • How did DNA help
“discover” King Richard III? • Is obesity inherited? The Handy Biology Answer Book
covers all aspects of human, animal, plant, and microbial biology. It also introduces
the scientists behind the breathtaking advances, tracing scientiﬁc history and
milestones. It explains the inner workings of cells, as well as bacteria, viruses, fungi,
plant and animal characteristics and diversity, endangered plants and animals,
evolution, adaption and the environment, DNA and chromosomes, genetics and
genetic engineering, laboratory techniques, and much more. This handy reference is
the go-to guide for students and the more learned alike. It’s for anyone interested in
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life! Synthetic Biology Handbook CRC Press The Synthetic Biology Handbook
explains the major goals of the ﬁeld of synthetic biology and presents the technical
details of the latest advances made in achieving those goals. Oﬀering a
comprehensive overview of the current areas of focus in synthetic biology, this
handbook: Explores the standardisation of classic molecular bioscience approaches
Addresses the societal context and potential impacts of synthetic biology Discusses
the use of legacy systems as tools for new product development Examines the
design and construction of de novo cells and genetic codes Describes computational
methods for designing genes and gene networks Thus, the Synthetic Biology
Handbook provides an accurate sense of the scope of synthetic biology today. The
handbook also aﬀords readers with an opportunity to scrutinize the underlying
science and decide for themselves what aspects of synthetic biology are most
valuable to their research and practice. Genetics and Evolution of Aging Springer
Science & Business Media Aging is one of those subjects that many biologists feel is
largely unknown. Therefore, they often feel comfortable oﬀering extremely facile
generalizations that are either unsupported or directly refuted in the experimental
literature. Despite this unfortunate precedent, aging is a very broad phenomenon
that calls out for integration beyond the mere collecting together of results from
disparate laboratory organisms. With this in mind, Part One oﬀers several diﬀerent
synthetic perspectives. The editors, Rose and Finch, provide a verbal synthesis of the
ﬁeld that deliberately attempts to look at aging from both sides, the evolutionary
and the molecular. The articles by Charlesworth and Clark both provide population
genetic perspectives on aging, the former more mathematical, the latter more
experimental. Bell takes a completely diﬀerent approach, arguing that aging may not
be the result of evolutionary forces. Bell's model instead proposes that aging could
arise from the progressive deterioration of chronic host pathogen interactions. This is
the ﬁrst detailed publication of this model. It marks something of a return to the type
of aging theories that predominated in the 1950's and 1960's, theories like the
somatic mutation and error catastrophe theories. We hope that the reader will be
interested by the contrast in views between the articles based on evolutionary
theory and that of Bell. MR. Rose and C. E. Finch (eds. ), Genetics and Evolution of
Aging, 5-12, 1994. © 1994 Kluwer Academic Publishers. The J aniform genetics of
aging 2 Michael R. Rosel & Caleb E. How Sexual Desire Works Cambridge
University Press There are countless books on sex and an endless fascination with
the subject. Varieties and vagaries of sexual desire have long been documented, but
there has been little engagement with cutting-edge scientiﬁc research to uncover
the biological and psychological bases of sexual desire. Here, Frederick Toates uses
the insights of modern science to show how a wide range of desire-related
phenomena - fantasy, novelty-seeking, sexual addiction, sex-drug interactions,
fetishes, voyeurism, and sexual violence and killing - start to make sense. For
example, the role of the brain's neurochemical dopamine can now be much better
understood in terms of wanting, and a distinction between wanting and liking has
been established. Also, an understanding of the layered organization of the brain,
sometimes described as hierarchical, can be used to explain temptation and conﬂict.
This is a fascinating book with great social relevance to society and its problems with
sexuality. Conceptual Change in Biology Scientiﬁc and Philosophical
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Perspectives on Evolution and Development Springer This volume explores
questions about conceptual change from both scientiﬁc and philosophical viewpoints
by analyzing the recent history of evolutionary developmental biology. It features
revised papers that originated from the workshop "Conceptual Change in Biological
Science: Evolutionary Developmental Biology, 1981-2011" held at the Max Planck
Institute for the History of Science in Berlin in July 2010. The Preface has been
written by Ron Amundson. In these papers, philosophers and biologists compare and
contrast key concepts in evolutionary developmental biology and their development
since the original, seminal Dahlem conference on evolution and development held in
Berlin in 1981. Many of the original scientiﬁc participants from the 1981 conference
are also contributors to this new volume and, in conjunction with other expert
biologists and philosophers specializing on these topics, provide an authoritative,
comprehensive view on the subject. Taken together, the papers supply novel
perspectives on how and why the conceptual landscape has shifted and stabilized in
particular ways, yielding insights into the dynamic epistemic changes that have
occurred over the past three decades. This volume will appeal to philosophers of
biology studying conceptual change, evolutionary developmental biologists focused
on comprehending the genesis of their ﬁeld and evaluating its future directions, and
historians of biology examining this period when the intersection of ev olution and
development rose again to prominence in biological science. The Independent
Defending Evolution in the Classroom A Guide to the Creation/evolution
Controversy Jones & Bartlett Learning A novel handbook that explains why so many
secondary and college students reject evolution and are antagonistic toward its
teaching. Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian
Institution Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian
Institution Showing the Operations, Expenditures, and Condition of the
Institution The Story of Life Great Discoveries in Biology W. W. Norton
Biology's great discoveries and the people who make them The Volume Library A
Concise, Graded Repository of Practical and Cultural Knowledge Designed
for Both Instruction and Reference Serial set (no.3501-4000) The Factors of
Organic Evolution from a Botanical Standpoint Entangled Life Organism and
Environment in the Biological and Social Sciences Springer Science & Business
Media This volume explores the interactions between organisms and their
environments and how this “entanglement” is a fundamental aspect of all life. It
brings together the work and ideas of historians, philosophers, biologists, and social
scientists, uniting a range of new perspectives, methods, and frameworks for
examining and understanding the ways that organisms and environments interact.
The volume is organized into three main sections: historical perspectives, contested
models, and emerging frameworks. The ﬁrst section explores the origins of the
modern idea of organism-environment interaction in the mid-nineteenth century and
its development by later psychologists and anthropologists. In the second section, a
variety of controversial models—from mathematical representations of evolution to
model organisms in medical research—are discussed and reframed in light of recent
questions about the interplay between organisms and environment. The third section
investigates several new ideas that have the potential to reshape key aspects of the
biological and social sciences. Populations of organisms evolve in response to
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changing environments; bodies and minds depend on a wide array of circumstances
for their development; cultures create complex relationships with the natural world
even as they alter it irrevocably. The chapters in this volume share a commitment to
unraveling the mysteries of this entangled life. Developmental Biology of
Physarum CUP Archive The Handbook of Communication Science and Biology
Routledge The Handbook of Communication Science and Biology charts the state of
the art in the ﬁeld, describing relevant areas of communication studies where a
biological approach has been successfully applied. The book synthesizes theoretical
and empirical development in this area thus far and proposes a roadmap for future
research. As the biological approach to understanding communication has grown,
one challenge has been the separate evolution of research focused on media use
and eﬀects and research focused on interpersonal and organizational
communication, often with little intellectual conversation between the two areas. The
Handbook of Communication Science and Biology is the only book to bridge the gap
between media studies and human communication, spurring new work in both areas
of focus. With contributions from the ﬁeld’s foremost scholars around the globe, this
unique book serves as a seminal resource for the training of the current and next
generation of communication scientists, and will be of particular interest to media
and psychology scholars as well. Emerging Model Systems in Developmental
Biology Academic Press An ever-growing roster of model organisms is a hallmark of
21st century Developmental Biology. Emerging model organisms are well suited to
asking some fascinating and important questions that cannot be addressed using
established model systems. And new methods are increasingly facilitating the
adoption of new research organisms in laboratories. This volume is written by some
of the scientists who have played pivotal roles in developing new models or in
signiﬁcantly advancing tools in emerging systems. Presents some of the most
interesting additions to the core set of model organisms Contains contributions from
people who have developed new model systems or advanced tools Includes personal
stories about how and why model systems were developed Conceptual Proﬁles A
Theory of Teaching and Learning Scientiﬁc Concepts Springer Science &
Business Media The language of science has many words and phrases whose
meaning either changes in diﬀering contexts or alters to reﬂect developments in a
given discipline. This book presents the authors’ theories on using ‘conceptual
proﬁles’ to make the teaching of context-dependent meanings more eﬀective.
Developed over two decades, their theory begins with a recognition of the
coexistence in the students’ discourse of those alternative meanings, even in the
case of scientiﬁc concepts such as molecule, where the dissonance between the
classical and modern views of the same phenomenon is an accepted norm. What
began as an alternative model of conceptual change has evolved to incorporate a
sociocultural approach, by drawing on ideas such as situated cognition and
Vygotsky’s inﬂuential concept of culturally located learning. Also informed by
pragmatist philosophy, the approach has grown into a well-rounded theory of
teaching and learning scientiﬁc concepts. The authors have taken the opportunity in
this book to develop their ideas further, anticipate and respond to criticisms—that of
relativism, for example—and explain how their theory can be applied to analyze the
teaching of core concepts in science such as heat and temperature, life and
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biological adaptation. They also report on the implementation of a research program
that correlates the responsiveness of their methodology to all the main
developments in the ﬁeld of science education. This additional material will inform
academic discussion, review, and further enhancement of their theory and research
model. Cowen's History of Life John Wiley & Sons A newly revised and fully
updated edition of the market-leading introduction to paleontology Designed for
students and anyone else with an interest in the history of life on our planet, the new
edition of this classic text describes the biological evolution of Earth’s organisms,
and reconstructs their adaptations and the ecology and environments in which they
functioned. Cowen's History of Life, 6th Edition includes major updates, including
substantial rewrites to chapters on the origins of eukaryotes, the Cambrian
explosion, the terrestrialization of plants and animals, the Triassic recovery of life,
the origin of birds, the end-Cretaceous mass extinction, and human evolution. It also
features new chapters on plants, soils and transformation of the land; the Mesozoic
marine revolution; and the evolution of oceans and climates. Beginning with the
origin of the Earth and the earliest life on earth, the book goes on to oﬀer insightful
contributions covering: the evolution of Metazoans; the early vertebrates; life of
vertebrates on land; and early amniotes and thermoregulation. The book also looks
at: dinosaur diversity, as well as their demise; early mammals; the rise of modern
mammals; the Neogene Savannas; primates; life in the ice ages; and more. Covers
the breadth of the subject in a concise yet speciﬁc way for undergrads with no
academic background in the topic Reorganizes all chapters to reﬂect the geological
series of events, enabling a new focus on big events Updated with three brand new
chapters and numerous revised ones Put together by a new editorial team
internationally recognized as the global leaders in paleontology Filled with
illustrations and photographs throughout Includes diagrams to show internal
structures of organisms, cladograms, time scales and events, and paleogeographic
maps Supplemented with a dedicated website that explores additional enriching
information and discussion, and which features images for use in visual
presentations Cowen's History of Life, 6th Edition is an ideal book for undergraduate
students taking courses in introductory paleontology, as well those on global change
and earth systems. Doves, Diplomats, and Diabetes A Darwinian
Interpretation of Type 2 Diabetes and Related Disorders Springer Science &
Business Media Darwinian medicine looks at the ecological and evolutionary roots of
disease. A disease is an interaction between a genome and its biotic or abiotic
environment and therefore a disease is essentially an ecological process. Good
understanding of ecology and a Darwinian way of thinking can give us novel and
useful perspectives on health and disease. If we understand the disease process
better, we can certainly prevent, control as well as treat diseases in a better way.
Although the thought that the origins of obesity and type 2 diabetes (T2D) might lie
in our hunter gatherer adaptations is not new, research over the last decade makes
us rethink many of the classical concepts. Brain and behavior is increasingly being
recognized as central to all the endocrine, metabolic and immunological changes
that earmark type 2 diabetes and other metabolic syndrome disorders. A major
change in paradigm appears to be on the horizon and the proposed book intends to
speed up the paradigm shift by raising important questions, pointing out ﬂaws and
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inadequacies in the prevalent paradigm and stimulating radical rethinking which
would redirect and reﬁne the line of research as well as bring some fundamental
changes in drug discovery and clinical practice.  The Century Dictionary and
Cyclopedia: Dictionary Princeton Alumni Weekly princeton alumni weekly The
Evolution of Population Biology Cambridge University Press This 2004 collection
of essays deals with the foundation and historical development of population biology
and its relationship to population genetics and population ecology on the one hand
and to the rapidly growing ﬁelds of molecular quantitative genetics, genomics and
bioinformatics on the other. Such an interdisciplinary treatment of population biology
has never been attempted before. The volume is set in a historical context, but it has
an up-to-date coverage of material in various related ﬁelds. The areas covered are
the foundation of population biology, life history evolution and demography, density
and frequency dependent selection, recent advances in quantitative genetics and
bioinformatics, evolutionary case history of model organisms focusing on
polymorphisms and selection, mating system evolution and evolution in the hybrid
zones, and applied population biology including conservation, infectious diseases
and human diversity. This is the third of three volumes published in honour of
Richard Lewontin. The Century Dictionary An Encyclopedic Lexicon of the
English Language Religion and the Philosophy of Life Oxford University Press
Religion and the Philosophy of Life considers how religion as the source of civilization
transforms the fundamental bio-sociology of humans through language and the
somatic exploration of religious ritual and prayer. Gavin Flood oﬀers an integrative
account of the nature of the human, based on what contemporary scientists tell us,
especially evolutionary science and social neuroscience, as well as through the
history of civilizations. Part one contemplates fundamental questions and
assumptions: what the current state of knowledge is concerning life itself; what the
philosophical issues are in that understanding; and how we can explain religion as
the driving force of civilizations in the context of human development within an
evolutionary perspective. It also addresses the question of the emergence of religion
and presents a related study of sacriﬁce as fundamental to religions' views about life
and its transformation. Part two oﬀers a reading of religions in three civilizational
blocks—India, China, and Europe/the Middle East—particularly as they came to
formation in the medieval period. It traces the history of how these civilizations have
thematised the idea of life itself. Part three then takes up the idea of a life force in
part three and traces the theme of the philosophy of life through to modern times.
On the one hand, the book presents a narrative account of life itself through the
history of civilizations, and on the other presents an explanation of that narrative in
terms of life. The Texas Outlook From the Margins to New Ground An
Autoethnography of Passage between Disciplines Springer The authors, two
sociologists, discover, follow-up, examine, and make sense of the cross-roads where
the social and life sciences meet, surprised by the emergent story which they
simultaneously witness and document. Together, they focus on Lea Hagoel’s
professional path as a medical sociologist ﬁtting in with bio-medical scientiﬁc work
patterns of a multi-disciplinary team of physicians, nurses, bio-statisticians, IT
personnel, molecular biologists, and managerial-administrative team members. Lea
shared her experiences with Devorah, and what developed into this book consists of
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the story itself – the unfolding of events as observed and described by Lea who tells
what it was like for a sociologist. Her story unfolds in the context of the ongoing
dialogue which lasted more than two decades and turned into an autoethnography à
deux. Finally, the ethnographers oﬀer insights into the world of biology and
medicine, into women’s lives, into being a native in a disciplinary culture, and into
transdisciplinarity. In three parts, the book describes and theorizes the quest of a
medical sociologist for transdisciplinarity. Part I explores the theoretical background,
Part II presents the story of diﬀerent stages in Lea’s experiences tracing the
trajectory of her growing professional repertoire and discovering the practical
meaning of how cross-disciplinary knowledge aﬀects her performance as a
researcher in the organization with which she is aﬃliated. Part III draws conclusions
about what moving between disciplines can mean for a researcher. Nelson's
Encyclopaedia Vivarium Experimental, Quantitative, and Theoretical
Biology at Vienna's Biologische Versuchsanstalt MIT Press The scientiﬁc
achievements and forgotten legacy of a major Austrian research institute, from its
founding in 1902 to its wartime destruction in 1945. The Biologische Versuchsanstalt
was founded in Vienna in 1902 with the explicit goal to foster the quantiﬁcation,
mathematization, and theory formation of the biological sciences. Three biologists
from aﬄuent Viennese Jewish families—Hans Przibram, Wilhelm Figdor, and Leopold
von Portheim–founded, ﬁnanced, and nurtured the institute, overseeing its
development into one of the most advanced biological research institutes of the
time. And yet today its accomplishments are nearly forgotten. In 1938, the founders
and other members were denied access to the institute by the Nazis and were forced
into exile or deported to concentration camps. The building itself was destroyed by
ﬁre in April 1945. This book rescues the legacy of the “Vivarium” (as the Institute
was often called), describing both its scientiﬁc achievements and its place in history.
The book covers the Viennese sociocultural context at the time of the Vivarium's
founding, and the scientiﬁc zeitgeist that shaped its investigations. It discusses the
institute's departments and their research topics, and describes two examples that
had scientiﬁc and international ramiﬁcations: the early work of Karl von Frisch, who
in 1973 won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine; and the connection to Cold
Spring Harbor Laboratory in New York. Contributors Heiner Fangerau, Johannes
Feichtinger, Georg Gaugusch, Manfred D. Laubichler, Cheryl A. Logan, Gerd B. Müller,
Tania Munz, Kärin Nickelsen, Christian Reiß, Kate E. Sohasky, Heiko Stoﬀ, Klaus
Taschwer
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